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If your Hall is looking for help or advice
on anything do get in touch. If we do
not have an answer we will know someone who does.
Here are some ways in which we have been able to help since the
last edition of the Newsletter:
Advising three halls about updating their constitutions
Help with getting a landlord to do repairs.
Advising on the legal liability of the misdeeds of hirers.

Tilly Bailey & Irvine Law Firm
is delighted to sponsor the
TVVHN newsletter.
Providing advice to individuals
and businesses from offices
across Teesside.
www.tbilaw.co.uk
0800 052 6824

Tees Valley Halls Network in partnership
with
Tees Valley Rural Community Council
www.teesvalleyhallsnetwork.org.uk
Email : teesvalleyvillagehalls@yahoo.co.uk
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We are currently
achieving a hit
rate of 100 unique
visitors per week
with page views
averaging over
300 pages per
week, and this is
without
advertising !
We had intended
to withhold
advertising until we
had the website
details almost
complete. With the
viewing figures
achieving such
remarkable levels
we are changing
our minds, and will
be shortly
releasing the
poster shown.
However we need
your help. Can you
ensure that the
details on our
website for your
hall are correct?
Can you also
suggest where we
can place posters
other than in your
halls?

TRAINING EVENTS

Free To A Good Home

EMPLOYMENT LAW FOR VILLAGE HALLS

The seminar was held on 7th June at Carlton
WI Hall at 2.30pm presented by Joan
Casson of Tilly Bailey & Irvine. Information
sheets were available to supplement the
video presentation.
In the first part of the presentation, Joan
explained how Employment Law protected
Employees, Workers, and Individuals and
detailed the Rights to which each category
was entitled. There was ample time for questions before a short
break.
The second part covered Volunteer Agreements and Employee
Contracts. Although there is no legal requirement for these types of
documents, Joan explained that it was preferable to have a written
agreement at the outset to avoid ambiguity if a dispute arises in the
future. Essentially, these documents should be short, contain all
relevant facts relating to the job, and not be full of legal jargon.
Further time was allowed for additional questions.
In all, a very informative Seminar. Joan confirmed she could be
contacted by email if anyone had further queries after the event.
HIRING OF HALLS

We would like to thank our trainer, Peter Bryan,
who gave an excellent talk on Halls for hire.
Peter Bryan (pictured) has been involved with
village halls for a long time and what he does not
know about them is not worth knowing. On 16th
October he shared with 23 people from 10 halls
his advice for when we hire out our halls.
His presentation covered : Our legal obligations,
Our duty of care, Having a policy about hiring,
How to set hiring rates and Management of hall hiring.
These were all summarised in a take-away pamphlet.
The bonus was a comprehensive ‘Standard Conditions of Hire’
document given free to participants.
The session was one which covered a subject arising out of the
Network’s recent SWOT project. Others will form the subject of future
presentations. Look out for them!
Notwithstanding this, if you feel a session on a particular subject
would be helpful to our halls, please let us know on
admin@teesvalleyvillagehalls.net

Could your hall do with a Table Tennis table (in need of some minor
repair) and /or a Pool Table in perfect
condition?LOOK NO FURTHER
The Wilson Centre at Long Newton is seeking
a new home for these items that would grace
any centre whether it be for the younger
generation or just the young at heart to bring
back memories of their misspent youth
Contact Brian Gregory at secretary@thewilsoncentre.co.uk
Or 01642 589373

CAN YOU HELP?
Egglescliffe Community Centre needs your
assistance!
Have you ever had any experience of organising a Tea Dance no
matter how small? Then Egglescliffe needs you!
Any information, tips or hints will be most welcome.
Please contact pbrownj@ntlworld.com if you can help at all.

LATE (BUT IMPORTANT) NEWS

The Chancellor’s recent budget brought
good news for village halls. Most village
halls are not VAT registered and therefore
cannot reclaim VAT so that, for instance, a
£200,000 refurbishment incurs an extra
£40,000 for VAT. This will no longer be the case so that improvement work (e.g. new toilet or kitchen facilities) will no longer be
‘vatable’ or the VAT will be recoverable.

